Denial of Service (DoS) attacks present a serious problem for Internet communications. IP source address spoofing is used by DoS and DDoS attacks on targeted victim. IP spoofing to forge the source IP address of the packet, and thereby hide the identity of source. This makes hard to detect and defend against such attack. This paper presents a token based authentication and Packet Marking mechanism (TAPM) for preventing IP spoofing. TAPM uses efficient public key cryptography to issue tokens and hash based cryptography for packet marking. It does not require changes or restrictions to the Internet routing protocol, is incrementally deployable, and offers protection from denial-of-service attacks based on IP spoofing. This paper presents efficient algorithm for token generation and evaluates its feasibility and correctness by simulation experiments.
INTRODUCTION
IP networks are vulnerable to source address spoofing. Source address spoofing of IP packets on the Internet is one of the major tools used by hackers for denial of service (DoS) attacks. Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks commonly devastate their victims by sending a vast amount of spoofed packets from multiple attack sites. A DDoS floods the connection of the victim network with a huge amount of packets that lead to a high rate of packet drops for legitimate users. As a consequence the victim spends its key resources processing the attack packets and cannot attend to its legitimate clients. The destination address based packet forwarding is one of the fundamental principles of current Internet [4] . In the forwarding process, the source IP address is not checked in most cases. This makes it very easy to spoof the source address of the IP packet [1] . Most attackers forge source IP addresses to evade responsibility for their malicious packets, and the defenders cannot easily trace the hosts from which these packets are sent, as in the case of DDoS attacks. Packet source IP address validation is challenging activity in dynamic Internet.
In the DDoS defense, many methods have been proposed to prevent IP address spoofing, such as Ingress Filtering [2] , SPM [1] , Hop-Count [19] and Passport [5] . However, such defense mechanisms have some incurred deficiencies, which lead to the fact that none of them has been widely deployed.
There are few and but not very effective mechanisms that network operators may use today to detect and filter out spoofed packets. The direct method of installing filters only at border routers is contributed inefficient by IP spoofing. The attacker chooses an IP address randomly as the source for different packets and thus makes the protection method infeasible. This paper presents a cryptographic token based authentication mechanism for IP source address spoofing prevention and marking packet using hash. The proposed mechanism concentrate on preventing source address spoofing in Intra -AS level and Inter-AS level.
RELATED WORKS
Many approaches against IP spoofing have been proposed by researchers recently. Some of the Inter-AS level methods are based on internet topology, such as uRPF, Ingress Filtering and IP traceback. Ingress filtering [2] , SAVE [4] , route-based filtering [7] , and reverse path filtering [11] methods work on preventing source address spoofing. Ingress filtering aims to prevent IP spoofing by only allowing traffic to enter or leave the network if its source addresses are within the expected IP address range. This approach requires the knowledge about the IP address range of each router. In Internet, this knowledge is hard to obtain and can change over time. Both the Ingress Filtering and uRPF based method filter packets according to the reverse route table information. In network, Ingress filtering is deployed at edge of the network. For effective performance full scale deployment at both core and edge network is needed. Route based filtering, extends ingress filtering and uses the route information to filter out spoofed IP packets. For each link in the core of the Internet, there is only a limited set of source addresses from which traffic on the link could have originated. If an unexpected source address appears in an IP packet on a transmission channel, then it is identified that the source address has been spoofed, and hence the spoofed packet can be filtered. BGP routing information is used by RPF to filter traffic with spoofed source addresses. However, the filtering granularity of RPF is low [18] .
Another mechanism works on detecting source address spoofing near the destination, such as Hop-count Filtering [19] . The routers near the destination can simply drop packets with spoofed source addresses. However, this type of approaches cannot identify the attacking source and can only protect the last-hop link. Others are marking and verification based methods like SPM, and Authentication Header [5] . In Hop-Count, the destination infers the final TTL value in the packets coming from each AS by a special algorithm. Packets with wrong TTL values will be filtered. This method is very easy to implement and works independently. Authentication Header is designed for the secure session between two end systems and could also be used for IP source address verification. The authentication header which is produced from heavy computation is tagged at the source and verified at the destination. However, as a method for anti-spoofing, its cost is too heavy hence not DOS-resilient. If the attackers pretend to be the end system which is in a session with the victim and sends spoofed packets to the victim, the victim would perform heavy computation on each packet to verify its authenticity and exhaust its resource. SPM is an AS to AS solution, and a unique temporal key is associated with each ordered pair of source and destination networks for filtering. With these approaches the spoofed source address can only be validated at destination. SPM is a lightweight method, but its key-updating mechanism is not attack-resilient.
Passport [5] is a kind of signature-and-verification method, packet passports are cryptographically secure and unforgeable. Source identifiers protected by packet passports can be directly used in filter expressions to block attack sources. The packet leaving an AS is tagged with several keys, and each router in the path verifies its corresponding key. But this method consists heavy overhead also cause a waste of network bandwidth.
In BASE (BGP antispoofing) mechanism [3] , router marks packets with a unique key and uses the key as the incoming direction. Marking the packet with key as resisted to a physical interface is useful for incremental deployment when BASE routers are not physical neighbors. However, BGP updates not transmitted on the same path as normal traffic. When updates and normal traffic forwarded in various paths, routers will find the wrong marking and find legitimate packets as spoofing packets.
PPM method directly use IP packet to store path information which the packet is forwarded. Attack information is recorded after it occurred. IDS sensitivity, complexity of traceback algorithms and reactive solution are the disadvantages of this class of mechanism.
Most of the current methods can't stop spoofing on a fine granularity. Attackers could easily spoof IP address in the same domain. The method proposed in this paper could prevent spoofing strictly and support incremental deployment, and cost effective.
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 3.1 Authentication
For secure communication, both ends should be authenticated and verified their identity. Source address spoofing is usually done by anonymous users. In inter AS communication each user requires strong authentication mechanism and user should be authenticated in the form of various credentials.
Confidentiality
During data transmission packets would be lost, modified or forwarded to bogus recipient. Packets sent by the origin should be received by the authorized destination. To stop information leakage fine grained protection needed in every level of transmission.
Integrity
Packets that are forwarded by the sender to another autonomous system must not be modifiable by any unauthorized user. This is assured through verification of packet identity, to avoid spoofing of source address.
Accessibility
Flooding of spoofed packet flow disrupting regular service of any system, it remains the unavailability of services to authorized users. Legitimate user can not forward or receive packets in time. Preventing spoofed packets automatically prevent service disruptions and denial of service attacks.
TOKEN BASED AUTHENTICATION MODEL
Token based mechanism possessed strong cryptographic technique for generating and issuing token in local and global communication. Public key cryptography is used for transferring of secret identification from the authority to the user within an autonomous system. User transfers data to the indented recipient with token. Access controller verifies the token attached with packet, it matches with predefined one then the packet is forwarded to recipient. Control the IP spoofing by verifying the authentication of incoming and outgoing packets. Two level authentication is obtained in node identification and token for communication. Mainly two design principles such as Intra AS level and Inter AS level are involved. In each level efficient and light weight cryptographic technique used for token generation and packet marking. 
Intra AS level Antispoofing
Each node has IP address and node identification. Node registration authority has maintain a pair of information about every node (IP,nid). In Intra AS level spoofing mechanism every node n enter into connection is first obtain node identification (nid) from Node Registration Authority (NRA). NRA maintains both IP and MAC address of each node and generate nid for these addresses. Node id is generated by exclusive OR of IP and MAC of requested node. Node id is forwarded to corresponding node. The packet destination indented to local node is directly forwarded through neighbor router. Router contains routing table entry with node identification. Router verifies the node id for each request and forwards the packet to indented destination.
Token generation and verification
Autonomous system contains group of nodes. In Internet scenario, node in autonomous system communicates any node within the AS or outside the AS. Edge router verifies the destination address of packet and forward to indented recipient. Routers are not able to distinguish legitimate and spoofed packet. This TAPM mechanism border router maintains the access list of node and verifies the token. Once the node id obtained by entrant node that will be updated with address list and access controller. Whenever the node communicates to outside AS, it communicates through access controller for issuing token. After received the request from node n, AC generates token in the form of MD5. The token would forward to node n using public key cryptography. 
Inter AS level Packet marking
Efficient hash based packet marking scheme used for DDoS prevention. For Inter AS communication packet carries its secret. This reduces the overhead in incremental deployment.
No prior establishment of secured channel between source and destination node for secret key transmission.
Table.1 Pseudo code for Token generation and Verification
If Router R1 generates secret key and source IP is encrypted by that secret key. Encrypted information stored in first 32 bits of option field. Router R2 extracts the IP header field and obtains first 32 bits of option field. Identify the bit values of last 2 bits in service field and based on that generates secret key. Then incoming source IP is encrypted using this secret key. The computed hash value compare with option field value. If the hash value matches the packet allowed to inside the autonomous system and forward to indented destination.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed authentication and packet marking scheme is tested in NS2 simulator. Considering DDOS attack from various nodes to victim by IP spoofing, to detect attack traffic from flood of packets. Legitimate traffic is allowed into autonomous system and rests of them are discarded by verifying source validity at edge router. This scheme reduces internet protocol adaption for incremental deployment and produce reasonable false positive rate.
The graph in Figure 6 demonstrates the progression of decline in the performance of TAPM scheme when an increasing percentage of packets transfer through border router. The simulation result clearly demonstrates that there is a significant impact on the performance of TAPM scheme. It's obvious that the mitigation of IP spoofing attacks should be addressed on this scheme is well. 
CONCLUSION
In the present Internet infrastructure complete elimination of DOS/DDOS attacks are not possible. Differentiating legitimate and bogus packets are still a challenging work. This paper depicts the token based authentication and packet marking mechanism (TAPM) which mitigates the DDOS attack on victim by verifying all incoming and outgoing packets at border router of autonomous system in order to reduce IP address spoofing. TAPM prevents IP spoofing in Intra AS level and Inter AS level. In Intra AS level cryptographic token is generated for each node and verified for each packet transmission. This mechanism can be deployed and does not require any changes to Internet routing protocol. TAPM shows better effectiveness on DoS/DDOS defense in the form of antispoofing which can then easily be evaluated with regard to how completely it minimizes the attack impact. Future work remains to be done in tuning the parameters that define QoS requirements, testing the proposed metric in a variety of attack scenarios. 
